BOMA Dallas Sporting Clays Tournament

RULES and REGULATIONS

Tournament Schedule of Events
Registration: 7:00 am
Sponsor/Puller Meeting: 7:45 am
Shooter Safety Meeting: 8:25 am
Tournament Begins: 8:30 am

Team Rules and Regulations
The following are the Rules and Regulations governing tournament team participants:

A minimum of one (1) real estate member must be registered with team of four (4) shooters in order to be eligible to win the tournament.

All individual shooters are required to check in before they can participate in the tournament.

If a shooter is a “no show” and is unable to be replaced, players on the team may rotate to shoot for the missing player.
If more than two (2) shooters do not show up for the tournament, the team is ineligible to win the tournament.

Participants who have not pre-paid their registration fees will be required to pay onsite. The event payment policy became effective as of August 1, 2013. We can accept credit card or check.

Per BOMA Dallas event policy, if a team or sponsorship is cancelled less than 24 hours in advance, the company is responsible for full payment.

Safety Rules & Regulations
The following are the Rules and Regulations governing tournament safety:

The Waiver Agreement (provided by BOMA Dallas) must be signed by every person entering the tournament site.

Responsibility: One (1) team member from each team is responsible for making sure the rules are being followed.

Hearing and eye protection are mandatory for all shooters. This equipment should be supplied by the participant. A shooter will not be allowed to participate in this tournament without eye and ear protection. Equipment will be made available and can be purchased onsite at the tournament.

Participants must provide their own ammunition. Shotgun shell specifications will be pre-determined by the venue. Ammunition and gun rental are available through venue pro-shop.

Gun actions will remain open at all times on the premises EXCEPT when on post ready to fire. When the gun is loaded, keep gun pointed down range at all times. Gun actions will be open and shells removed when changing posts.

If gun malfunctions, keep muzzle down range at all times while opening action.

A shooter will NOT be allowed to make gun repairs while in the shooting station. The shooter may use a backup gun or a team member’s gun to finish the event.

No choke changes will be allowed once a shooter begins shooting on post.

If your gun does not fire for any reason (misfire, safety on, not loaded, gun malfunction, etc.) after a “called for” target is released, the target or targets will be counted as LOST. In case of “REPORT” doubles, if no shot is fired at the first target, a second target will be thrown when the first target hits the ground. Shooter may fire at the second target when ready.
If a range attendant has to make repairs on a thrower, open action and remove shells while on post.

**General Rules of Play**

_The following are the Rules and Regulations governing tournament general rules of play:_

Each squad of individuals may be allowed to see one legal set of targets from each trap before shooting at that station.

Only “the shooter” will be allowed in the shooters station while shooting. The remaining group is required to not infringe upon the shooters line of fire or field of view. Call “PULL” loudly when calling for target to be released.

Sporting Clays targets are not exact patterns and are thrown to imitate hunting conditions. A legal target is a whole clay that is thrown from the trap in a prescribed flight pattern within the three-second time limit after the participant that calls the target. Flight patterns are not exact and may vary in windy or rainy conditions. A legal target is one that resembles the general flight pattern and is not broken.

**Scoring Rules and Regulations**

_The following are the Rules and Regulations governing tournament scoring at shooter stations:_

Scoring will be done by a member of each team and returned to the BOMA Dallas Events Manager upon completion of the tournament.

Only legal targets will be scored and the scorer will be the judge of whether or not a target is broken.

The scorer may ask for assistance if he/she feels assistance is required.

The scorer will call “lost” for any target they judge missed and “dead” for any target they judge hit. Any challenge to the call must be made IMMEDIATELY by the shooter before firing at the next pair of targets. The scorer will then make the final decision and if need contact the range official if required.

Legality of targets and whether or not the target is broken is the responsibility of the scorer.

Only targets with a visible piece broken off will be scored as dead. Birds deflected in flight or dusted (but with no visible breakage) will be scored as lost.

**Mulligan Rules and Regulations**

_The following are the Rules and Regulations governing tournament mulligan use:_

Up to eight mulligans per team may be purchased in advance and may be used only during the Sporting Clays Tournament.

A Mulligan is a “do over” which consists of two birds. A mulligan can only help the shooter, not hurt them.

“The shooter” must notify the scorekeeper before leaving the shooter’s post that he/she wants to use a mulligan.

The shooter must present his/her mulligan ticket to be allowed to shoot a mulligan. After the shooter presents his/her mulligan ticket to the scorer, it must be affixed to the shooters scorecard.

The “dead” OR “lost” indications will be marked on the scorecard.

A shooter cannot score more than the total regular birds on the station, even if adding the mulligans to the regular birds hit is greater than that amount.